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The research & evidence
The ways of knowing (languages)
What this means in teaching

Return to the exercise:
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A small exercise
•

What does understanding mean to you? When
have you really understood something?

•

What is a good textbook?

Keep your answers close
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Ways of knowing in the classroom
Learning and teaching conceptions

•
•
•
•
•
•

35 yrs research; 900+ students; 43 teachers; higher
education
Written essays and email conversations
What does learning mean to you?
What is good teaching?
Other words studied are: intelligence, applying,
understanding, insight, good assessment, good
textbook, excellence etc.
The Meaning of Learning and Knowing
(SensePublishers.com)
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Languages of knowing and
memorising
the starting point
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Learning-teaching conceptions
1: Increasing knowledge

2: Memorising and selection

• synonyms and examples
• main points and details (teacher defines)
• knowing a lot (selective memorising)
• knowing a lot
• only correct and incorrect answers • correct, incorrect and yet unknown
answers
•role of student: listening, memorising,
•role of student listening, taking
notes and memorising (obedience) asking some questions, reproduction on a
test
• experts know everything/ the truth • experts know a lot = the truth
• understanding = recognise
everything, every word and
sentence
• application = comparing to reality
• good teaching = clear, good
explanation, clear structure, no
interruptions

• understanding = knowing main point
and details en capable of reproduction on
a test
• application = reproduction of
knowledge at a test
• good teaching = clear structure, good
explanation, some humor within limits,
some questions: what is part of the
assessment
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Learning-teaching conception2
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Languages of skills and expertise
the great divide
quantity -> quality
knowledge reproduction -> knowledge construction
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Learning-teaching conceptions
3: Reproductive application

4: Learning to think

• what proves important later
• solving known (structured)
problems
• answers are facts or opinions;
opinions are personal
• Listening, memorizing, application
and discussion (exchanging
opinions)
• experts do not know more than
you

• adopting a way of thinking and working
• solving ill-structured problems

• understanding = applying
• applying = using known rules and
knowledge in an algorithmic way
• Good teaching = practice, cases,
practical, interaction and
exchanging opinions

• understanding = making connections
• applying = using a way of thinking,
applying flexible/heuristic
• Good teaching = challenging to think
for yourself, develop understanding,
mentoring/coaching not steering

•answers need to be evidence based
•Thinking for yourself, supporting
opinions, analysis and using criteria
•you become the expert
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Learning-teaching conception 3
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Learning-teaching conception 4
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Languages of excellence
focus shifts from knowing to being
how do you think -> who you are
(epistemology -> ontology…)
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Learning-teaching conceptions
5: Multiple perspectives

6: Identity

• seeing things from different
perspectives
• personal development
• answers depend on perspective/
context/ culture: relativism

• searching for wisdom
• finding out who you feel you are
• choices manifest who you are
(ambition, partner and work choices;
often socially unconventional)

• dialogue and changing perspectives
• experts all see things differently

• authenticity and respect
• cognition and affect

• understanding = formulating your
own argumentation
• application = approaching questions
from different perspectives/disciplines
• Good teaching = dialogue and
travelling together

• understanding = deeper knowing
and ownership
• application = putting knowledge and
systems to use for the greater good
• Good teaching = if teacher is an
authentic person, teaching techniques
are irrelevant
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Learning-teaching conception 5
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Learning-teaching conception 6
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Match to the Learner Profile
Ten attributes reflecting the aims of the IB
mission
“to create a better, more peaceful world
through education”

• Inquiry

• Principled

• Knowledgeable

• Open-minded

• Thinkers

• Caring

• Communicators

• Risk-takers/
Courageous

• Reflective
• Balanced

Van Rossum-Hamer

Learning
Conception

1 Increasing
knowledge

Baxter
Magolda
1992, 2001

Teaching Conception
ERM
Imparting clear/well
structured knowledge
Absolute
Knowing

Perry
1970, 1981,
1988
Pilgrim’s
Progress

Kuhn
1991, 2000,
2005
Epistemological
Theories

Kegan
1982, 1994
Orders of
Conscious-ness

Basic Dualism
(position 1)

Realist

First order

Dualism
(position 2,3)

Absolutist

Second order

2 Memorising

Transmitting
structured knowledge
(acknowledging
receiver)

3 Reproductive

Interacting and
Shaping

Transitional
Knowing

Multiplicity
(position 4a)

Multiplist

Third order
Traditionalism

Challenging to think
for yourself /
developing a way of
thinking

Independent
Knowing

The way they
want you to
think
(position 4b)

Objective
Evaluativist

Fourth order
Modernism
Self-authorship

5 Widening horizons

Dialogue teaching

Self-authored
knowing

Relativism
(position 5)

Conceptual
Evaluativist

Fifth order
Postmodernism
Self-transforming

6 Growing self

Mutual trust and
Internal
authentic
Foundation
relationships: Caring

understanding/
application or
Application foreseen

4 Understanding
subject matter

awareness

Commitment
(position 6 and
beyond)

Reconstructive
Post-modernism
(Self-defining)
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Teachers and teaching
1

Knowledge transfer

Follow book, cover the whole
content

2

Knowledge transfer

Skips parts of the book to create
more preparing for test

3

Skills and knowledge

Sees applying as a way to
practice skills and fixed solutions

4

Systemic thinking

Picks and chooses in and
around method in order to show
connections / systemic thinking

5

Awareness of perspectives

Realises that pupils have naïve
conceptions that may hamper
learning

6

Identity development

Discovering the world and who
we are together

Miscommunication: a bridge too far?
… As far as I am concerned that if
you do not practice you cannot learn.
The way to learning is doing … being
busy … we need more applications,
problem solving in practice

… Well, that’s learning what
is in the books. You have
really learned something well
if you can answer the
questions on a test and you
pass.

Image:Kozzi.com

More than one bridge too far?
Yes, learning…. well it is not only
learning facts. It is also understanding,
seeing contexts and using knowledge to
draw conclusions,
to think independently….

… Well, that’s learning
what is in the books. You
have really learned
something well if you can
answer the questions on a
test and you pass.

Image:Kozzi.com

Teachers and teaching activities

The Meaning of Learning and Knowing, Sense Publishers, Hamer en van Rossum, 2010
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Conceptions of understanding
Van Rossum, E.J. and R. Hamer (2010)

Understanding =

Good understanding means

recognise

I can recognise a correct answer

reproduce (at test)

I can reproduce the correct answer as prepared or
practiced in class

solving known problems

I can solve problems and sums we have practiced in
class

solving unknown
problems

I know how to use what I know to address a new,
unknown problem or (real life) situation

formulating own
arguments

I can use what I know to formulate an argument that is
based on evidence from various sources

personal relevance and
wisdom

I understand something if I could have thought of this
myself. It has become part of my being

Conceptions of good textbook
Van Rossum, E.J. and Hamer, R. (2013)

TC

Good textbook

1
2

Not too much effort; no foreign language, current language,
clear structure and preview at beginning, summary at end, key
words in margin & test questions

3

Clear presentation & examples from practice; images that help
understand & memorise; clear font and examples in boxes, preview
& summary

4

A book that makes you think; well structured , chapters working
from basic to complex, uncovering the essence of the subject,
motivating and challenging; simplicity in style and frames

5

Every page leads to more questions than answers, put in more
effort and you learn more, not too practical because that has only
one truth, books make you see things differently

6

You decide what should be in the book, you choose a theme,
explore the literature, deepen and examine meaning

Conclusions

• The Learner Profile is very ambitious
• Many teachers are unaware of how pupils think
•
•
•

about learning and knowing
How teachers think about learning and teaching
often shapes how they teach or want to teach
Teaching and testing influences how students
learn (initially)
Deep subject expertise is essential for
constructivist teaching

• Teachers can educate/lead pupils to their own
epistemological level but not beyond
28

More?

The Meaning of Learning and Knowing
Sense Publishers
Erik Jan van Rossum
Rebecca Hamer

Contact
Rebecca Hamer
E:Rebecca.hamer@ibo.org
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